
Terms & Conditions for Using RemedyBlox "BUDDY LINE"
Advisory Phone Line
The BUDDY LINE is restricted to Adults ages 18 years and older and
available only to those who register and set up a user account with
CLICK-4ADVISOR. For information on setting up a User Account
with CLICK-4ADVISOR please <CLICK HERE>
By proceeding with setting up a CLICK-4ADVISOR User Account
means you have read and agreed to the
CLICK-4ADVISOR's Privacy Policy and its User's Terms of Use
Policy.

By proceeding to call our RemedyBlox "BUDDY LINE" shall constitute you have read,
understood and agree to the following RemedyBlox conditions and terms of use for
the BUDDY LINE phone advisory service link offered here on our website:

1. You must be at least 18 years of age to use our BUDDY LINE; and
2. The BUDDY LINE is presently offered and available only in the USA, CANADA, UK, Ireland,

Iceland, Australia and New Zealand;
3. You understand and agree that the BUDDY LINE is NOT a psychic phone line, a dating

service, a phone-sex line, a Suicide Intervention Hotline, a 911 emergency responder or a
phone service that provides medical, legal or financial advice; and

4. Any calls made to the BUDDY LINE to speak with an Advisor are intended and strictly for the
purpose of obtaining confidential emotional support, encouragement for positive resolutions,
a neutral unbiased perspective on a particular situation you are struggling with, and/or harm
prevention and risk reduction suggestions for your future consideration; and

5. Your call to the BUDDY LINE is connected to us by CLICK-4Advisor who uses a "Double-blind'
Private & Secure Phone System" to connect parties where their phone numbers are never
revealed to each other to promote anonymity and confidentiality; and

6. You can be instantly connected with our Advisor during the posted available scheduled hours
or you can always request a timely call back to be arranged through Click-4Advisor; and

7. You agree to the $3.99 USD per minute rate that will be deducted in real-time from your
CLICK-4Advisor account for the number of minutes you speak to our BUDDY LINE Advisor. If
your balance runs down to 1 minute left, you will receive an alert and an option to add more
money to continue the call. If your balance depletes and you are disconnected, you call
always login to your account and deposit additional funds to your account balance to get more
advice; and

8. Please note that our BUDDY LINE phone advisory service does NOT and will not offer any
caller any medical diagnosis or any medical, legal and/or financial advice - where if you are in
need for such professional expert services you are asked to seek out a qualified and licensed
doctor, lawyer or financial expert in your area instead of calling us on the BUDDY LINE; and

9. If you believe your are in a dire emotional crisis, at risk of immediate injury or physical harm
and/or you experiencing suicidal thoughts please call 911 or a Crisis Center or Suicide
Intervention Hot-Line in your area for immediate assistance instead of calling the BUDDY
LINE; and
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10. You acknowledge that any emotional support, expert harm prevention or risk reduction advice
or referrals to any licensed service professionals we may suggest to you during your BUDDY
LINE phone session is considered just that "as suggestions only" where you always retain the
sole responsibility and final decision making authority at all times on how you elect to proceed
on any particular matter or situation (whether it was or was not discussed with us) during
your purchased BUDDY LINE phone session; and

11. Furthermore, you acknowledge and agree to release RemedyBlox, its founder and
advisor from any and all harms, injuries, damages, costs, and/or any and all liabilities that
may result directly or indirectly from you using our BUDDY LINE phone service and/or
whatever outcomes may result in you subscribing or holding a User Account with
CLICK-4Advisor in the present and/or future; and

12. Furthermore, the BUDDY LINE does not offer or solicit or entertain any Sexual Services
by phone. As such, you agree in advance not to call the BUDDY LINE for any sexual activities
whatsoever in nature and will refrain from trying to engage our expert advisor into any explicit
sexual content discussions or attempt to request any sexual services or favors whatsoever
during your BUDDY LINE phone session as that is NOT its role or function; and

13. We also do not offer this phone service to engage, tolerate or support any expressed or
implied comments that are racists, offensive in nature or that threaten violence against us or
any specific person(s) or any minority group whose rights are protected under governing
legislature under applicable Human Rights Codes in Canada and the USA; and

14. Furthermore, any mention or talk by you during your BUDDY LINE call with our expert advisor
where you identify any intention to want to commit a future criminal offense and/or you or
someone else wanting or planning to cause injury, harm or death to yourself or to someone
else or to members of the public will result in the BUDDY LINE phone call to be immediately
terminated by us and such incident shall be deferred to Click-4Advisor phone service provider
for their action and referral to the appropriate legal authorities; and

15. We reserve the absolute discretionary right to terminate any call at anytime that we believe is
in violation of our terms of use policy as set out herein without any compensation owed in part
or full to you; and

16. We also reserve the absolute discretionary right to permanently block any caller for whatever
reason at anytime whom we believe or find has become abusive, threatening or uses
excessive profanity, vile, derogatory and/or offensive language during their BUDDY LINE
phone session; and 

17. All users who proceed to use the BUDDY LINE phone session it shall be implied and
understood that they have read, understood and agree to the above set forth terms and
conditions of use of the BUDDY LINE as well as having read, understood and agreed to
RemedyBlox Privacy Policy and Terms of Use Policy found on this website.
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